like yourself.

the generosity of animal lovers

Lucky Paws is funded by

filled with compassion and support.

special needs, we provide a life

From senior animals to those with

animals’ entire lives.

stress-free lifestyle for our

Our vow is to provide a

Paws Rescue & Sanctuary.

Thank you for supporting Lucky

For a list of our current needs, please visit our
website at www.LuckyPawsAZ.org and click on
Donate>Wish List. Or, feel free to call us!

Donations can be mailed to the address above or
dropped of at Rage Cycles at:
6411 E. Thomas Rd.
Scottsdale, AZ 85251
Or, they can be dropped into our bright green bin
located directly behind Rage Cycles, 24 hours a
day, 7 days a week!

Donations:

By Appointment Only
(Go to Animals>Adopt on www.LuckyPawsAZ.org)

Adoptions:

Kelly Perry – Executive Director, Owner
975 East Riggs Road, #12-152
Chandler, AZ 85249
P: 480-941-4135
Email: LuckyPawsAnimal@gmail.com
www.LuckyPawsAZ.org

Lucky Paws Rescue & Sanctuary:

CONTACT LUCKY PAWS

www. LuckyPawsAZ .org

To learn more
about us, Please
visit our website
and read all about
what we do!

www.LuckyPawsAZ.org

Lucky Paws is a non-profit animal rescue
that provides a cage free living environment
to dogs, cats, bunnies and many other
animals that have been rescued. All Lucky
Paws animals are vetted, socialized with
volunteers and given a real home-like
environment until adopted. If an animal is
not fit for adoption, that animal will live its
life out with us, as we are a no-kill rescue.
We screen all potential adopters as they
must be ready to make a lifetime
commitment as all animals deserve a forever
home. In addition to rescuing, we also
provide animal welfare classes, hold
fundraisers, and have even started going
green! To us, all lives matter and taking care
of our environment is just as important!
Lucky Paws hopes to inspire fellow rescuers
as well as humankind that being
compassionate towards all living things not
only helps animals and our environment,
but also helps us to
help each other.
For more information, please contact Lucky Paws
via email at: LuckyPawsAnimal@gmail.com

We even have our own team of teaching animals,
many who join us when we visit schools!

Kelly Perry of Lucky Paws provides animal welfare
classes to ages pre-school up to high school in
various school districts, community service groups,
and churches. Discussions vary on age appropriate
material and understanding. They may include but
are not limited to spaying and neutering, the
importance of animal welfare and rescue, lifetime
pet ownership, positive training, different breeds
and their needs along with a question and answer
time allotted.

Ready to
be Schooled ?

* Donations are tax-deductible *

Lucky Paws also greatly appreciates pet food, cat litter, bleach,
large trash bags and many more
items! Please see the Wish List
and other needs on our website or call us for details!
Every bit helps no matter how large or small.

There are so many ways you can help the animals
here at Lucky Paws. By shopping on Amazon.com and
Fry’s Food Stores, you can help just by doing what
you already do! Monetary Donations can also be
made via Credit Card or Bank Draft with PayPal.
Checks and/or Money Orders can be made payable to
"Lucky Paws" and sent to: 975 E. Riggs Rd, #12-152,
Chandler, AZ 85249.

Lucky Paws is wholly publicly funded! We rely solely
on donations and you help make this all possible!

Please Donate.

For the most up-to-date information on volunteering,
please visit our website at www.LuckyPawsAZ.org and
click on Community>Volunteering!

We ask that our
volunteers be at least 18
years of age and other
than that, the possibilities
are endless!

Volunteers are always needed and appreciated! There
are many different volunteer opportunities available;
tell us what your interests are and we’ll see if we can
find you a good fit!

We’d love to have you join us!

Looking to Volunteer?

